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Introduction

The SLAP data bases represents a major step forward in the reliability analysis of passive
components. The present reflections are motivated by draft documentation for SLAP and
have profited greatly from discussions with the SLAP team.

From a data analysis viewpoint, passive components like piping are much more difficult
than active components. In the first place, they fail much less frequently. The SLAP data
base (1) contains 4327 reactor years with only 217 records of pipe rupture. As a rough
indication, suppose a reactor contains 10km of piping, this comes down to a rupture
frequency of 5.02E-6 ruptures per meter year. The piping differs with respect to
material, and operational characteristics, and the failure events differ with respect to
cause and severity. We want to understand how these differences affect the failure
frequencies, and the data becomes very sparse indeed.

An additional difficulty emerges when we consider the dimensions of exposure. For
mechanical components in sockets, the exposure simply has the dimension time; we tally
failure per unit time. Passive components like piping are extended, hence the exposure
must have dimensions time x extension. Here the problems begin. How should we
dimension the extension of a passive system? Should we consider the extension in terms
of pipe-length and count failures per meter year, or should we consider surface area of
pipes, or volume, or mass, or some other measure involving other physical quantities like
temperature, pressure etc.?

Let us consider for a moment why we worry about dimensions. Suppose we had two
pieces of pipe. We first consider counting failures 'per piece' and we discover that piece
1 has 10 times as many failures as piece 2. Some one now points out that the pipes are in
every respect identical except that the first is 10 times as long as the second. We now
're-dimension' by considering not failures per piece but failures per meter length, and we
find that our data is homogeneous. This allows us to pool our data and obtain better
statistical estimates.



If we consider the different failure mechanisms to which piping may be subjected, it is
far from obvious that the same dimensions should apply for all failure modes. It may well
be the case that human error 'sees' only pipe length, external mechanical disturbance
'sees' only pipe surface, etc."

There is one respect in which the passive component analyst is potentially better off than
the analyst of active components. A well known problem with active components is that
plant records tally failures but do not tally demands. We know the numerator, as it were,
but not the denominator. With passive components, the denominator is not a number of
demands, as the system is effectively constantly in demand. Rather, the denominator is
the exposure of the system. Although the exposure is not tallied in failure reports, it can
in principle be retrieved from other records.

In spite of all these problems, we must start somewhere. These remarks fall into five
sections. The first sections suggests a general approach to organising the data, the
second discusses units of exposure, the third sketches an approach to data analysis based
on design of experiments, the fourth addresses the issue of uncertainty and a final
section gathers conclusions and recommendations. These remarks are compiled from the
data analysis viewpoint; the authors have no specific expertise with piping.

1. Exposure, events, and influence factors

We propose the an overall viewpoint for organising the data. There are 4327 reactor
years in the data base and 1657 records (we ignore for the time being whether reactor-
year is the best dimension). That gives

1657/4327 = 0.383 events/reactor year.

That number may be useful for somebody. We define a class of users who are
interested in

• reliability prediction (PSA)
• maintenance optimisation
• design optimisation/validation
• regulation.

For these users the above number isn't useful. We have to distinguish types of pipes and
types of events. We propose to distinguish exposure fields and event fields.

Exposure fields

We break the 4327 reactor years into sub populations by what we call exposure fields.
The idea is that each pipe-element (the physical dimensions of a pipe element are
discussed later) belongs to one and only one exposure cell, for its entire life. Following
(1), we distinguish the following six exposure fields with corresponding values:



exposure field

TYPE

DIAMETER

TEMPERATURE

WALL THCKNSS

MEDIUM

PRESSURE

values

Stainless steel
Carbon steel

<100
100-250
>250

<50c
>50c
below
regular
above

borated H2O
river H2O
plain H2O
steam

<10bar
10-90 bar
>90 bar

Every pipe-element is assumed to be of one and only one type, have one and only one
diameter, etc. This means that there are

2 x 3 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 3 = 432

distinct cells into which a pipe element may fall. We say that we have distinguished 432
exposure cells. The assumption here is that a pipe element does not change its value of
the above quantities under operation - i.e. its operation temperature is either below 50c
or above 50c, not sometimes above sometimes below. This is probably only
approximately true. IE we assume the above are 'attributes' in the sense of (1: par 3.2,
i.e. hard wired by plant design). We know the number of pipe-elements in each exposure
cell once the population of plants is designed and built. Once we know how long the
plants operate, we know the exposure in each cell. We don't need any failure reports for
this. Exposure cells are associated with the dimension [pipe element-year]We can further
disaggregate by introducing more exposure fields and values per field, and we can
aggregate by undistinguishing fields and field-values.

Eventfields

We also want to distinguish different types of failure events. We do this by defining event
fields. Two event fields are suggested by (1):



event field values

FAILURE MECHANISM corrosion
erosion
human factor
stress corrosion cracking
fatigue
extreme weather
vibration
water hammer

FAILURE MODE

indication/incipient/crack
leak
rupture

The assumption is that each recorded event is a realisation of one and only one failure
mechanism and one and only failure mode. We have 8 x 3 = 24 event cells , and these are
"competing risks", each one is competing to kill a pipe element, and the one which
occurs first will censor the others.

Now suppose that some event cell (e.g. corrosion-rupture) has the same, or statistically
the same relative frequency in a number of exposure cells; then we can pool these
exposure cells for the given event cell and arrive at a statistically more significant
estimate of the observed failure rate, with dimensions[number of events/pipe element-
year].

We emphasise that this is an observed failure rate. If all the event cells are independent,
then it is also the rate at which we would see events if the other event-cells (failure
mechanisms-failure modes) were eliminated (this is the distinction between observed and
naked failure rates; for more on this see SKI 95:2).

The smallest event which we could estimate from this data is found by maximally
disaggregating events and maximally aggregating exposure. If we distinguish so many
event fields that only one record falls in an event cell, and we do not distinguish any
exposure fields then the estimated failure rate is

1/4327 = 0.2311 E-4/reactor-year.

This is the smallest failure rate we can estimate from the data. One wonders how Holman
and Chou estimated DEGB probability per (reactor?)year as 4.4E-12 (p. 55 Table 4-1).

Suppose the event fields uniformly partition the set of records, and the exposure fields
uniformly partition the population of pipe-element-years.



Then we have 1657/24 = 69 records in each event cell and 4327/432 = 10 reactor years
of exposure for each exposure cell. That gives an average of 0.16 events per exposure
cell. Clearly, since fractional events do not occur, most of the exposure cells will be
empty.

How to proceed in practice with so many empty cells? Consider one exposure cell, say
(SS, DN100, <50, wllthk below, river H2O, 10-90 bar). Suppose there are no events in
this cell. We may consider various strategies to get larger exposuie. For the sake of
discussion, suppose we can get non-empty cells in any of the following ways:

aggregate CS and SS
aggregate DN5O-25O, also temp <50 + >50
aggregate temp, <50 + >50 also river water+plain water
aggregate Pressure 1 Obar + >90 bar, AND borated+river+plain water
etc. etc

Of course, these different aggregations will lead to different relative frequencies of failure
events. Which should we choose? Let's call (SS, DN100, <50, wllthk below, river H2O,
10-90 bar) the target cell and call any aggregation of this a superset of the target - the
above are all supersets of the target. Supersets can be ordered by set inclusion, and also
by size, i.e. the number of pipe-element-years in the set. Let '7^s, XDNIOO, taithbiw, Krva, ho-
90 be failure rates gotten by 'aggregating out' all but one of the exposure fields. EG, Xss
= [#failures with all stainless steel pipes/total number of SS reactor-years]Let target be
the failure rate of the target cell, which we would like to estimate. The are a number of
strategies we might pursue.

1. The SLAP method, take one of A.ss, ^DNIOO, taithbiw, driver, A.10-90: and modify it
with K-factors

2. target = Xss*XDNioo*/Uithbiw* Ariver*A.|o-9o:

This is based on the idea that the events "SS pipe-element fails" and "DN100 pipe
element fails" are independent...not very reasonable in general.

2. A^^t = max{A»ss, A.DNIOO, taithbiw, driver, A.10-90}
This is a conservative and data hardened procedure.

3. New ideas, eg take a smallest nonempty superset, or take a physically motivated
choice among the set of smallest nonempty supersets (there will be in general
more than one).

Influence factors.

The SLAP philosophy involves influence factors - features of the operational
environment which may change. This is a new concept for us, but clearly very important,
eg if we want to discuss reliability growth. It also seems very complicated from a data
analysis viewpoint and relies heavily on expert judgement.

We suggest to think of influence factors as dynamic exposure fields, that is, exposure
fields which can be changed by operating practice. Suppose we have influence factor
"Maintenance" with values bad/good. The set of pipe-element-years having the value
"good" for the influence factor "maintenance" will change with time.



The problem is, how to analyse data? Will a pipe element 'remember' the time during
which it was badly maintained? In other words, plant operations might inflict 'latent'
damage which would be manifested later, even if the operations subsequently improved.
We need new tools to do this sort of analysis.

2 Units of exposure

In (1) failure rates are presented with the dimension

events/reactor year.

This is convenient from the data base standpoint: we simply count events and divide by
the total number of reactor years in the data base. However, it is less convenient from the
user's standpoint. For example, consider the statement that we have 111 ruptures in
piping with temperature < 50c (1; EXCEL datasheets p. 11). What will one do with this
number? Knowing that there are 4327 reactor years in the data base, one will presumably
consider the rate:

111/4327 [events/reactor year]?

Of what is this the rate? It is not rate of occurrence of rupture in pipe with temp < 50c,
because 'reactor year' is not a unit for pipe with temp. < 50c. To see this, suppose that
each reactor consisted of 10,000 meters of pipe. Then we could write the above rate as

111/43,270,000 [events/meter year].

However, we do not have 111/43,270,000 meters of pipe operating with temp < 50.
Suppose only 50% of the meters-piping operates at temp < 50c, then we should say that
the failure rate for rupture in pipe with temp <50c is:

111/21,635,000 [events /meter year].

Imagine all the meter-years of pipe placed in an urn, from which we randomly draw
meter-years. The rate at which you draw meter-years there was a rupture and an
operating temperature < 50c is 111/43,270,000. This is the rate of occurrence of the
event 'rupture AND temp < 50c.

If reactor year is not the appropriate unit of exposure, what is? One most often sees pipe
length-year, This choice is not obvious, however. One might also consider:

• pipe surface - year
• pipe volume - year
• pipe mass-year
• diameter x length/(thickness square) year (Thomas's dimensionless length (5)).



The SLAP data base will hopefully provide a basis for researching the question of
dimensions. We proceed with the exposure units 'pipe element year' [p.e. y] without
further specifying the physical dimensions of'pipe element'

To reason about the data and what we can do with it, it is helpful to consider the set of
all p.e. years. We rehearse the above calculations using p.e.y's. Each p.e.year falls in one
and only one exposure cell, and it will exhibit at most one failure event (if this were not
true, eg if more than one failure occurred in one p.e. year, then we should use smaller
units.

The number '111' corresponding to ruptures in pipes with temp < 50, could be thought
of as

#{p.e.y ; rupture AND temp < 50c}

The rate tap, T<5O for rupture AND temp < 50,is

#{p.e.y ; rupture AND temp < 50c}/#{p.e.y }.

The rate tap,\ T<SO for rupture GIVEN temp < 50 can be written:

#{p.e.y ; rupture AND temp < 50c}/#{p.e.y ; temp < 50c}.

= taP,T<so/ (#{p-e.y, temp < 50c}/#{p.e.y})

= tap, T<5O/PROB{temp < 50c}.

3. Another approach: Empirical Modelling, Design of Experiments (DOE)

The reason for splitting our total exposure into different exposure cells is to learn about
the effects of various attributes on failure rates. We note that many of the exposure
fields (diameter, temperature, pressure, wall thickness) are actually continuous variables.
Medium is a nominal variable, but it might be possible to represent the effects of the
medium in terms of a continuous variable (eg pH or resistivity). From a modelling
viewpoint, we want to express the failure probability per unit exposure as a function of
the continuous parameters DN, T, P, WTH, pH, etc.

The values for the exposure fields, e.g. temp <50 and temp >50, were probably chosen to
divide the total exposure into roughly equal parts. This might be an inefficient way of
quantifying the effect of continuous variables. Design of experiments (DOE) would seem
to offer much better ways of modelling the effects of such variables, including their
mutual interactions and non-linearities.

To give a simple idea, suppose taP,ss(DN,T,P,WTH, pH) is the failure rate for rupture in
SS; for convenience we write (DN,T,P,WTH, pH) = (Xh.. X5).



Then we may write

(Xi,...X5) = Bo + Ij=i..5BjXj +

Techniques from design of experiments (DOE) might be employed to query the data base
in such a way that the coefficients in the above expansion can be estimated, with
uncertainty, in an optimal way. A query to the data base would be interpreted as an
experiment. Using the exposure cells as defined above may not be a very efficient
method, as the following hypothetical example shows. Suppose that the exposure was
split into temp <50 and temp > 50 in order to cut the exposure into two equal pieces. It
is then reasonable that most of our p.e.y's in each piece will have a temperature close to
50c. To estimate the effect of temperature, it might have been better to take two
exposure cells like {10c < temp < 50} and {100 < temp < 200}.

4. Uncertainty and expert judgement

We include some brief remarks regarding the uncertainty of data based estimates of
failure rates for passive components. First of all, it is evident that knowing only the
number of failures in an exposure cell without knowing the exposure, does not enable us
to estimate a failure rate, and hence does not enable us to discuss the uncertainty in a
failure rate estimate.

Collecting exposure data from an industry wide data base may well be a formidable
undertaking. Short of retrieving the exposure from plant drawings and records, it might
be possible to let experts estimate this exposure for the exposure cells of interest. Indeed,
it would seem that this task is very well suited for quantitative expert judgement. It
should be easy to agree on a set of questions of the form 'How many meter-years of
stainless steel piping are there with temperature above 90c and ...' . The assessments
could be given in terms of quantiles of each expert's subjective probability distribution.
With a mild expenditure of effort, certain of the exposures could be measured, thereby
providing a method to validate the expert judgement.

Suppose for a given cell, the exposure of N meter years were known with certainty, and
K failures had been observed. Under suitable assumptions, the maximum likelihood
failure rate estimate would be K/N and the sampling uncertainty in this estimate could be
determined by familiar methods.

We now suppose that the exposure is not known but itself is a random variable with a
distribution assessed by expert judgement. The uncertainty in the failure rate estimate
now has a contribution from sampling fluctuations and a contribution from subjective
uncertainty regarding the exposure. No difficulties are anticipated with this.

As a final step in the assessment of uncertainty, we must consider the uncertainty in the
estimates of the coefficients in the model for the failure rate as a function of exposure
fields. DOE offers techniques for computing the sampling uncertainty in such estimates.
The extension of these techniques to account for the second source of uncertainty
mentioned above is not straight forward but not at first sight hopeless.



5. Conclusions and Recommendations

We collect a number of remarks and suggestions.

1) The use of event and failure fields to organise the data seems sensible and feasible,
from a data analysis viewpoint. Piping specialists must determine which fields are
interesting from an engineering viewpoint. Risk analysts must verify that the failure
fields enable them to perform the proper cutset-level analysis. People familiar with
plant design and operations must verify that exposure fields are really 'hard wired by
design.

2) Influence factors, i.e. environmental influences which are affected by plant
operations, are clearly important yet very difficult to accommodate in any
straightforward data analysis methodology. The main problem is the latency of
damage caused by such environmental factors.

3) We would welcome a serious effort to estimate the exposure in the various exposure
cells. These estimates would not be based on failure records, but on knowledge of
plant design and operations. Quantitative expert judgement might be a viable
alternative to a massive review of all plants in the SLAP data base.
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